Somfy’s new WireFree motorization
range is designed to accommodate
all kinds of blinds, draperies and
windows. This easy-to-install solution
is completely battery-powered and
requires no wiring at all.

So let the smart shading possibilities
free your interior decor potential and
creativity. This range also frees up the
everyday as you can play with different
moods and many connectivity options
that suit your lifestyle.

Make a move! Free your decor.

Somfy’s leading smart management solutions for homes and buildings have been improving people’s daily lives for
over 50 years. Developed with comfort, ease of use, security and sustainability in mind, our innovations automate
and connect rolling shutters, draperies and blinds, gates and garage doors, lighting and heating, alarms systems and
more. We are committed to creating useful solutions that are accessible to all, designed for today and beyond.
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WireFree range:
no need for
domestic wiring

About Somfy

NEW WIREFREE MOTOR RANGE FOR BLINDS & DRAPERIES

Make a move!

Free
your decor.

tian blind

tical blind

Free your decor potential

Free up the everyday

Free your connectivity options
Let technology do the heavy lifting. Take the leap and harness the benefits of
smart living offered by the WireFree range.
Your atmosphere is literally in your hands with remote and app control.
Effortlessly automate daily tasks and connect remotely to appear home even when you’re not.

Choose the best control device for your needs
Compatible with other Somfy products and smart home brands: open up even more opportunities.
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Dare to create a home that complements your unique lifestyle.

Let the possibilities spark your imagination. Breathe inspiration into your life and
decor with this innovative wireless technology – a solution that gives you the power
to define the look and feel of your home.
ventian blind ventian blind

WireFree motorization multiplies your options
for window coverings that not only reflect your
aesthetic, but also provide a multitude of styles and
Vertical blind
models that elevate any design concept.
Walls are preserved to serve as your design canvas
thanks to clean and easy installation, there’s no
need for domestic
wiring
or electrician expenses.
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1/ WALL SWITCH: Smoove RTS

Play with different moods or protect your privacy! Whether you are waking up, working, watching TV or winding

Experience the ultimate in simplicity
with voice command

down, create a dynamic ambiance by controlling natural light and room temperature, at a touch.
Pleated & Cellular
Pleated & Cellular

Balloon shade
Balloon shade

And thanks to its technology’s silent operation, you can enjoy a peaceful environment. Motorization also means
no hanging cords, so you’re free to get swept up in the moment in a child-safe and pet-friendly setting.
Somfy WireFree solution is powered by high quality rechargeable Lithium-Ion batteries. Only recharge
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3/ APP CONTROL: myLink™, TaHoma®

Curtain
Zebra Balloon shade
*

Sleek designs and discreet motor installation
mean you never have to compromise your interior
design.
Vertical blind Vertical blind

2/ REMOTE CONTROL: Telis RTS, Situo

Long-life rechargeable batteries
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Many of our motors and accessories guarantee
an industry leading level of premium silence

4/ VOICE CONTROL: Compatible with
Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant

Relax in confidence with the Somfy warranty.
Trusted reliability ensure effortless maintenance.
When you need to call on an expert,
Somfy has the customer service and
support you’d expect from a world leader,
dedicated to a better way of living.
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* 2 years limited warranty on batteries
Curtain A

Curtain B

myLink™ app and the new TaHoma® app
allow to easily control Somfy products
with a smartphone or tablet from anywhere.
Home or away.

